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Abstract. The coupled deformation of composite structures of discrete media filled thin-walled 
tubes under the action of forces is a complicate mechanical process, especially when it is 
superimposed with external vibration. A Jenike shear cell connected with an ultrasonic exciting 
system was used to test the friction angles of the aggregations of ferric powder and steel ball under 
quasi-static and high frequency vibration conditions; then forward extrusion of Al6061 tubes filled 
with these discrete materials under different conditions were examined by experiment and 
numerical simulation. The results showed that the friction angles of both the discrete materials 
decreased under vibration, and those of the powders were reduced more, indicating that the 
“surface effect” of vibration on the particles with smaller granularity is more obvious. Under the 
combining action of “volume” and “surface” effects of vibration, the extrusion loads of the 
structures significantly decrease with the superposition of vibration, meanwhile the loads of the 
tubes filled with powders reduced more. With the imposed vibration, the density of fillers after 
forming are higher and the tube wall thickness distribution is more uniform. 
Keywords: powder in tube, extrusion, discrete media, vibration, deformation. 
1. Introduction 
Since the pioneering work of Blaha and Langenecker [1, 2] for superimposing mechanical 
vibration on the monocrystal zinc during tensile tests, a great number of studies had been 
conducted to reveal the effect of vibration on the plastic deformation of metals [3-6]. So far the 
main understanding regarding the mechanism is twofold [7-9]: the volume effect and the surface 
effect. Volume effect reflects the influence of vibration on plastic flow behaviors, such as the 
deformation resistance etc., while the latter refers to the influence of vibration on tribology 
properties, usually showing a reduction of interfacial friction. How to make use of these effects of 
vibration, especially the high frequency vibration of power ultrasonic, and then realize some 
specific purposes in various metal forming processes, have received huge attention in recent years 
[10-13]. 
The composite structure of discrete media filled hollow profiles is frequently encountered in 
industrial environment, for instance, the PIT (powder in tube) methods for production of 
superconducting wires [14, 15], the solid granule medium forming [16], and others [17-21]. 
Integral deformation of these types of structures is a complicated mechanical process, coupled 
with elastic-plastic deformation of mother tube, flow of inner media, and the interactions between 
filler and tube wall as well. In the manufacturing of superconductive wires by PIT, defects/failures 
like uneven powder distribution and even fracture of wires often take place during operation if the 
processing parameters are improperly selected. To improve the quality of the wires, sometimes 
vibration is applied during the drawing processes of tubes [22]. However, since the coupled 
deformations of composite structures of discrete media filled hollow profiles are affected by 
multi-factors, especially when external vibration is superposed, so far the relevant knowledges – 
from the aspects of theoretical studies and engineering application – are severely lacking [23-27]. 
Therefore, this paper investigated the forward extrusion of thin-walled metallic tubes, filled with 
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loose particles, under quasi-static and vibration states by using physical experiment and numerical 
simulation. Forming load, deformation characteristics, densification and uniformity of the fillers 
after forming were examined. 
2. Analysis method 
2.1. Experiment 
Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for the extrusion of tubes under various conditions. The 
cone angle of the die is 15°, and the outlet diameter is 16 mm. To apply vibration on the die and 
workpiece, an ultrasonic exciter was connected to the lateral side of the die by rigid joints, and 
then the high frequency vibration can be transmitted to the composite structure. The output energy 
(amplitude) of the ultrasonic vibration can be adjusted on the ultrasonic generator. Unless 
otherwise stated, the output vibrating amplitude in the tests is 50 % 𝐴, where 𝐴 denotes the 
maximum output amplitude of the ultrasonic device. Specific structure of the device and relevant 
vibrating parameters can be referred in the author's previous works [3]. 
Fig. 1. Vibrating extrusion of thin-walled tube with filler. a) Schematic of the experiment setup;  
b) photograph of the experiment setup 
Al6061 tubes with size of Φ20 mm×70 mm×1.5 mm were used in the experiments. Before 
extrusion, the lower ends of the mother tubes were pressed into the die in advance, reducing the 
diameter and forming a cone-shaped end that is in accordance with the concave of die, as shown 
in Fig. 2(a). The fillers are reduced ferric powders (about 0.075 μm in diameters), and chrome 
molybdenum alloy steel balls with diameter ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 mm and 40-50 HRC in 
hardness. To ensure that the fillers can be reliably sealed in the tubes during forming, Al7050 
cylinder plug were put into the ends of each tube. MoS2 was used as lubricant at the interface of 






Fig. 2. a) Al6061 tubular samples; b) fillers (ferric powder and steel balls) in the experiments 
In the generalized plastic theories, friction angle plays an important role in the description of 
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plastic properties of discrete media. During the extrusion processes superimposed with vibration, 
the inside fillers are simultaneously subjected to the actions of static compaction and dynamic 
vibration. To carry out the theoretical analysis, variation of the friction angles of the discrete 
materials under different conditions is needed to know. In the current study, the friction angles of 
the ferric powders and steel balls were measured on a Jenike shear cell (model ZBQ-4), where the 
same ultrasonic exciting unit used in the extrusion is attached, as shown in Fig. 3. The testing 
procedure was in accordance with the ASTM standard D6128-16 [28]. 
 
Fig. 3. The modified Jenike shear cell for testing discrete media under vibration compaction 
2.2. Theoretical analysis 
Abaqus/Explicit was used to simulate the extrusion of discrete media filled tubes. Geometries 
of the models in the calculations are consistent with those in the experiments. The main parameters 
of the fillers used in the studies are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. The mechanical parameters of granular materials 
 Fe powder Steel ball 
Density at lose state (kg/m3) 2.55 4.33 
Elasticity modulus (MPa) 14000 5900 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.33 
Friction angle 𝜃 (°) 35.8 31.7 
Dilation angle (°) 0 0 
In theory, once the vibration is applied on the structure, the two effects of vibration would act 
on both the tubes and fillers. For numerical simulations, all the effects should be considered and 
therefore the influence of high frequency excitation on extrusion of powder-in-tube structures can 
be accurately reflected. The “volume effect” performs in two ways: the influence on the plastic 
deformation of tube wall, which can be directly tested by tensile test under vibration [3]; and the 
influence of vibration on the fillers. In the light of the fact that the plastic deformation of single 
particle of the fillers is negligible during extrusion, the influence of “volume effect” on the 
deformation of particles can be omitted. As for the “surface effect”, three types of interface, 
including those between tube/die, tube/powder and powder/powder, should be dealt with. In the 
current study, friction forces on the interfaces of tube/die and tube/powder were characterized by 
means of Coulomb’s friction law. The friction coefficient 𝜇  was set to 0.2 for quasi-static 
extrusion, and 0.1 for vibrating extrusion. The friction angles of discrete media under vibration 
can be measured by the aforementioned special-designed Jenike shear cell. 
In the following, specific technologies used for dealing with the movement and material 
properties will be described. 
(1) The mother tubes move downward at a slow and constant velocity (2 mm/s) during  
forming, and the fillers deform with the tubes as a follower. A reciprocating movement according 
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to the sine law, representing the vertical component of high-frequency vibration, is superimposed 
on the velocity [29-30]. Therefore, the relationship between displacement 𝑆 and time 𝑡 is: 
𝑆 = 𝐴sinሾ2𝜋𝑓ሺ𝑡ሻሿ + 2𝑡, (1)
where 𝐴 and 𝑓 are the amplitude and frequency of the vibration. In the calculations, according to 
the experiment condition, they are set to 0.001 mm and 1.5 KHz, respectively. 
(2) In the FEM simulation, the “volume effect” of vibration on the material properties of 
mother tubes, namely Al6061, can be represented in the constitutive equations derived from the 
stress-strain curves of vibration assisted tensile tests [3, 30]: 
𝜎 = 𝜎௦ + 𝐵𝜀௡ = 50 + 738.2𝜀଴.ସସ. (2)
(3) The non-continuum material of the aggregated particles is assumed to be compressible 
continuous body in the theory of generalized plastic mechanics. The yield behavior can be 
described by the Drucker-Prager criterion [31-34]: 
𝑓൫𝐼ଵ,ඥ𝐽ଶ൯ = ඥ𝐽ଶ − 𝑎𝐼ଵ − 𝑘 = 0, (3)
where 𝛼, 𝑘 are constants related to the cohesion force and friction angle 𝜃; 𝐼ଵ is the first invariant 
of stress tensor; 𝐽ଶ is the second invariant of deviation stress tensor. 
This expression is extended from the von Mises model, and the internal friction characters of 
discrete media and the influence of hydrostatic stress on plastic flow can be taken into account. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Effect of vibration on the friction angle of granular materials 
Table 2 is the experimental results of the friction angles of ferric powders and steel balls under 
quasi-static and ultrasonic vibration conditions. It can be seen that the friction angles of both the 
discrete materials are reduced under vibration; meanwhile the friction angle of the ferric powders 
decreases more than that of the steel balls under the action of ultrasonic agitation.  
Considering that the elastic-plastic deformation of single particle is very small under the 
testing load, the effect of material properties on the friction angle can be ignored. Therefore, the 
main reason for the above phenomenon should be related to the size and shape of the particles. 
The particle size of ferric powders is much smaller than those of steel balls, thus the total surface 
area and relative contacting area of the powders are much larger, and then the “surface effect” is 
much more obvious. 
Table 2. The friction angle of granular materials under various conditions 
 Friction angle 𝜃 (°) 
Ferric powder Steel ball 
Without vibration 35.8 31.7 
With vibration 19.1 24.9 
3.2. Effect of vibration on the deformation of particle filled tubes in forward extrusion 
3.2.1. Overall deformation and forming load 
Fig. 4 is the experiment and simulation results of the ferric powder filled tubes after extrusion 
under quasi-static and ultrasonic vibration states. It can be seen that the outline of the tube formed 
under vibration is more uniform, and the results of numerical simulation agree closely with the 
experiments. 
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Fig. 4. Deformation of the ferric powder filled Al6061 tubes after extrusion 
Fig. 5 shows the load-stroke curves of the powder-in-tube structures during forward extrusion. 
It can be seen that, no matter there is lubricant or not, the loads decrease immediately once the 
ultrasonic vibration is added. Moreover, the load decreases more when vibrating amplitude is 
larger. The load recovers as soon as the vibration is unloaded. The load deceases by about 
20 percent with the usage of lubrication on the interfaces of the tube and die cavity, while it is 
reduced by nearly 18 percent with the assistance of vibration under non-lubrication state. The load 
is totally reduced by about 38 % when lubrication and vibration are applied simultaneously, 
showing an additivity of the load reduction under two conditions. 
 
Fig. 5. Load-stroke curves of the tubes filled with ferric powders under various extrusion conditions 
For the intermittent vibration, as shown in Fig. 5 (Curve No. 3), it can be seen that as soon as 
the ultrasonic wave is applied the load at point A drops rapidly to point B. With the release of 
vibration, the load rises slowly and recovers to static situation. At point C, the load reduces again 
when the vibration was added, and the load steadily increases at a lower level compared to the 
normal extrusion without vibration. At different compaction stages, effects of vibration on the 
fluidity of powders are different, since the density of the filled powders is changing. 
For the extrusion of tubes filled with steel balls, rearrangement of ball position is the main 
deformation behavior of the fillers at the mid stage, which has less impact on the tube deformation 
and then the loads keep almost stable, as shown in Fig. 6. With the extrusion going on the volume 
of tube cavity decreases, the balls are compacted tightly and the pressure increases sharply. 
Applying ultrasonic vibration can reduce the load by nearly 7.7 %, which is less than that of the 
tubes filled with small powders. This is consistent with the aforementioned results of the friction 
angles of the two discrete materials, namely, the effect of vibration on the deformation of small 
particles is more obvious. 
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Fig. 6. Load-stroke curves of the steel-ball filled tubes under various extrusion conditions 
3.2.2. Force on the fillers during extrusion 
Fig. 7 shows the forces inside the fillers during forward extrusion; Fig. 8 is the simulated 
results of hydrostatic stress distribution of the ferric powders. It can be seen that Regions 2 and 3, 
with large deformation subjected, have higher pressure. Undoubtedly, the inhomogeneity of 
pressure would incur uneven density distribution of the fillers after forming. 
 
Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the forces inside the filler during extrusion 
 
a) Without vibration 
 
b) With vibration 
Fig. 8. Hydrostatic stress distribution of the filled powders during  
quasi-static/vibrating extrusion (omitting Region 4). Unit: Pa 
Stress state inside the tubes during extrusion has huge influence on the density (or hardness) 
distribution of the fillers after forming. Fig. 9 shows the variation of hydrostatic stress of the 
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powders at the bottom section of conical die (Node 155). It can be seen that with the reduction of 
tube diameter and inner cavity volume, the hydrostatic stress of the filler increases, causing a 
compaction of the powder. Without vibration, the pressure increases slowly at the beginning of 
extrusion. Since vibration can enhance the flowing capacity of particles, the pressure increases 
immediately at the earlier stage when ultrasonic vibration was added. 
 





Fig. 10. Friction under different conditions 
Friction has huge influence on the extrusion load and compaction behavior of fillers. Fig. 10 
shows the FEM results of friction-time curves of the powders at a specific point (node 155). As 
can be seen, the friction between the interfaces of die/tube and tube/powder increase with the 
stroke. After passing through the conical section of the die, the surface friction decreases. The 
friction is reduced when vibration is superimposed, meanwhile the friction of the powder/tube 
interfaces decreases more.  
3.2.3. Densification of the fillers 
The compaction degree of the fillers is closely related to the stress state during extrusion. 
Under vibration condition, the significant reduction in friction at the interfaces of tube/die, 
tube/particle and particle/particle is beneficial to the compaction of fillers. Fig. 11 shows the 
experimental results of the hardness of ferric powders after extrusion inside the tubes. The 
extruded tubes together with the fillers were cut into four sections, and the hardness on the 
cross-sections of the powder beds was measured. It can be seen that, for various forming 
conditions there are similar trend of hardness distribution. Hardness of the Region 3 is the largest, 
where the deformation is also severe. Basically, hardness of the fillers after extrusion is 
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corresponding to the hydrostatic stress distribution, as shown in Fig. 8. The hardness value was 
improved with the application of lubrication and ultrasonic vibration during extrusion and, with 
the usage of vibration it can be improved even more. The results proved that ultrasonic vibration 
is beneficial to improve the density in PIT treatments. 
It was also found that whether there is vibration or not, the filler of steel balls with large particle 
size and high hardness is unable to densify, and after extrusion it is still in a discrete state. 
 
Fig. 11. Hardness distribution of the Fe powder beds after extrusion in the tube under different conditions 
3.2.4. Variation of tube wall thickness 
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that wall thickness of the powder filled tubes after extrusion is more 
uniform with the application of ultrasonic vibration. Fig. 12 shows the thickness distribution of 
the steel ball filled tubes after extrusion. It can be seen that the areas with large deformation have 
the largest thickness. As a whole, wall thickness distributions of the tubes formed with lubrication 
and vibration are more uniform. Moreover, the tube surfaces after extrusion are better with the 
application of vibration, meanwhile the occurrence of instability is also less due to the lower load. 
 
Fig. 12. Experiment results of thickness distribution of the tubes filled with steel ball after extrusion 
4. Conclusions 
This paper studied the forward extrusion of discrete media filled Al6061 tubes under the states 
of quasi-static and ultrasonic vibration. The effect of vibration on the forming load, interfacial 
friction, distribution of hydrostatic stress and filler density were examined. The main conclusions 
are as follows: 
1) Friction angles of the aggregations of ferric powders and steel balls are all reduced under 
vibration, since vibration is helpful to the flow of discrete media. However, the friction angle of 
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ferric powders decreases more, indicating that vibration has larger effect on the tribological 
behavior of small particles, and thus the “surface effect” is more obvious. 
2) The extrusion load of discrete media filled tubes can be dramatically reduced with the 
superposition of vibration, and the reduction increases with the vibrating amplitude. Under the 
same amplitude, the load of the tubes filled with small powders decreases more. 
3) As a whole, the hydrostatic pressure of the fillers inside tubes is greater under vibrating 
conditions, and the pressure increases fast with the superposition of vibration during extrusion. 
Compared with the deformation of dense metals, the “surface effect” of vibration on the flow of 
discrete materials is amplified, since the total surface area is dramatically enlarged. 
4) It was found that both the lubrication and vibration can increase the density of fillers after 
forming, and the vibration can increase the density even more. Furthermore, due to the joint effect 
of “volume effect” and “surface effect” of vibration, the wall thickness distribution of the formed 
tubes is more uniform. 
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